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At the request of the residents of Vladivostok, our Center opened a Partner 
Representative Office in this city. In Vladivostok, I carried out charity diagnostics on ART for 
15 people. Out of 15 people, 13 were diagnosed with indications of false polarity. As they 
say, 1 is the case, 3
- this is already a regularity, and 13 is already an indicator. The second patient to be 
diagnosed was a 10-year-old child with severe autoimmune allergy. As a rule, for all 
children, I check for abnormalities in brain rhythms by examining frequencies in the central 
nervous system. The child was diagnosed with deviations in rhythms - alpha ( ), beta ( ) and 
theta ( ). Thus, I decided to test the need to test for changes in brain rhythms with false 
polarity. And it turned out to be correct. All the next twelve patients with false polarity 
tested had shifts in brain rhythms. The work was continued in Moscow.

Since the most difficult and untreated patients in orthodox clinics come to our 
Center, false polarity was tested in almost 70% of them, which can only be checked by ART. 
For 2 months I examined 30 patients in whom false polarity was tested. In all cases, they 
were diagnosed with abnormalities in the rhythms of the brain. Previously, we corrected 
false polarity by preparing the BR-1 preparation. This was done in 50% of cases. With the 
advent of Systemic Spiritual Adaptants (SDA) in the IMEDIS selector and the preparation of 
these drugs, when tested in combination with BR-1, it was possible to correct the false 
polarity in 70% of cases. To correct the false polarity, we have already provided the above 
30 patients with complex treatment: BR-1-drug, SDA and normalization of brain rhythms. 
We noticed that the correction of the wrong polarity was much faster, within 10-12 days 
(previously up to 1 month), and a greater percentage of its correction was noted: out of 30 - 
27 people, which is 90%. We also noted in patients an improvement in sleep, mood and, if 
there were headaches, migraines, then either their disappearance or decrease. Table 1 
shows the results of correcting false polarity.

Table 1
Percentage Correction Results for Incorrect Polarity

Treatment
Correcting false polarity
BR-1- drug
SDA, BR-1-drug
BR-1 drugs, SDA and normalization of brain rhythms

fifty%

70%
90%

Thirty (30) patients with false polarity had the following pathology (see Fig. 1):

1. Violation of blood circulation, coronary artery disease I-II degree - 3 people.
2. Depletion of the immune system, chronic fatigue syndrome - 12 people.
3. Encephalopathy, migraines - 4 people.
4. Hypertension - 3 people.
5. Chronic infections of the genitourinary system - 6 people.
6. Oncology - 2 people.
Of these, 28 women, 2 men, age from 10 to 55 years.
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Rice. one.Quantitative characteristics of pathologies when testing the wrong polarity

We always carry out treatment in a complex way: cleansing the body, BRT, EPT, BR 
preparations with homeopathy, induction therapy. With the correction of the false polarity, 
we noted that the treatment took place without exacerbations and on a better emotional 
background. The patients improved their sleep, mood, and fewer EPT sessions were also 
tested. Positive results come faster. In cancer patients, we achieved improvement in 
general health and mood in 5–10 days.

How were changes in brain rhythms treated? As indicated above, we tested in frequencies, section of the 
central nervous system, abnormalities in the rhythms of the brain:

The ART method on the selected BAP revealed changes (decrease in the initial 
measurement level) in rhythms, the section “frequency of the central nervous system”. 
Then EPT sessions were carried out with the tested frequencies of brain rhythms (program 
E), amplitude 15–20, a device for magnetic therapy (UMT) “loop” was placed on the patient's 
head. If the patient had headaches, migraines, then the UMT "belt" was used, which was 
placed on the back of the head and cervical spine. Session duration

- from 5 to 10 minutes. As a rule, it was enough to carry out only 3 sessions, maximum - 5. After 
treatment for altered brain rhythms against the background of BR-1, SDA, no further changes in 
brain rhythms were observed.

Conclusions:

1. We recommend that all patients, with an indication of false polarity, test
deviations in the rhythms of the brain.

2. Correction of false polarity and normalization of brain rhythms contribute to
accelerating the recovery of patients with any pathology.
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